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The background
SGR report, October 2019

Irresponsible Science? How the fossil fuel 
and arms industries finance professional 
engineering and science organizations

Calls on institutions to:

• Improve their own environmental footprint

• Reduce financial ties with the fossil fuel 
and arms industries via

- school education programmes

- event sponsorship

- corporate membership schemes

- investments



Irresponsible Science? findings

20 institutions, 5 no investments

In 2019, only 2 had investment policies regarding fossil fuels:

• British Psychological Society excludes fossil fuels      

• Institution of Civil Engineers “fund managers to be compatible with 
UN Principles for Responsible Investment”



Follow-up 1



Follow-up 2



Progress since Irresponsible Science? (2019)

Institution Improved fossil fuel investment policy

Royal Meteorological Society (RMS) No longer invests in fossil fuels

Geological Society Avoid most carbon-emitting fossil fuels 

Institute of Materials, Minerals & Mining (IOM3) In fund that avoids thermal coal and tar sands 

Energy Institute Press for alignment with Paris goals

Institution of Engineering and Technology (IET) Implemented ESG investment policy, no exclusions

Royal Academy of Engineering Introduced policy based on UN PRI, no exclusions



Next stage – scientific institutions

Institution Investments Response

Royal Society £234 m Waiting for Charity Commission 
consultation

Institute of Physics (IOP) £21.8 m Developing a clearer and more 
transparent ethical investment 
strategy

Geological Society £6.53 m Not currently investing in oil and 
gas or coal companies, not ruled 
out in future

Royal Meteorological Society £1.1 m Stopped investing in fossil fuels

IOM3 £9.17 m No reply



Emissions commitments

• IOP setting net zero target ‘later in year’

• Geological Society net zero pledge ‘by year end’

• RMS and IOM3 signed Charter for Climate Action in July – includes 
“Making plans and taking rapid action to reduce our emissions in line 
with 1.5 °C of warming”

• Royal Society?



Latest follow-up



Next steps

• Media coverage

• Letters to membership magazines

• Reports on engineering organizations

• UK focus on both fossil fuel and arms trade links

• Going international on fossil fuels



Ways you can help

• If you’re a member of a professional organization:
• Tell SGR lizk@sgr.org.uk
• Write to the membership magazine – sign-on letter or own words
• Speak to your contacts
• Send in a copy of or link to the Irresponsible Science? Report online

• If you work in climate as an academic, scientist or engineer
• Sign the Science Oath for Climate

• Something for everyone
• Join SGR



Thank you for listening!

www.sgr.org.uk/publications/irresponsible-science

lizk@sgr.org.uk

@responsiblescience

http://www.sgr.org.uk/publications/irresponsible-science
mailto:lizk@sgr.org.uk

